
In today’s world, ever striving to achieve an ideal balance between physical wellness and freedom of spirit, cycling and 

thermal spas make a winning combo. 

Terme di Saturnia presents the CYCL-e aroundTM project signed by Pirelli, an exclusive mobility service which enhances the 

cycling tourism experience by providing users with latest generation pedal-assist bikes. An e-bike with a modern design and 

endowed with cutting edge technologies and Pirelli Cycl-e GT tyres, specifically developed for e-bikes and urban bikes.

Terme di Saturnia offers Resort guests an opportunity to cycle along the amazing itineraries of the Maremma countryside to 

discover Saturnia’s Via dell’Acqua and Grosseto province: a slow and eco-sustainable tourism consisting of the marvellous 

views, silence and scents only uncontaminated nature can regale. 

There are many possible trails for cycling enthusiasts such as the Provveditore – Scansano – Montemerano – Saturnia 

itinerary, a 64 kilometre round trip; or Terme di Saturnia – Poggio Murella (26 kilometres), to be entirely covered astride an 

avant-garde and eco-sustainable means of transport such as a pedal-assist bike.  

Then, back to the most famous millenary thermal Spring of Italy, which offers the ideal way to regenerate body and spirit 

after a strenuous ride. 

So, for the exclusive use of our guests, there are 6 e-bikes, suitable for paved roads and dirt tracks, available for reservation 

at Reception.

An App may also be used to access itineraries that have been specifically planned to create the ideal conditions for 

exploring the area and for adding those important details that can turn a holiday into a memorable experience. 

Services and accessories included in the CYCL-e aroundTM project

Guests choosing to take part in CYCL-e aroundTM are provided with a package of services for getting the best out of their 

experience. The “CYCL-e aroundTM” application, available on App Store and Google Play, has been designed to enhance 

the e-bike experience with a bike navigator. Instead, the premium kit comprises a 24h customer service for assistance, 

insurance coverage and a comfort and safety kit complete with helmet, a hat for wearing underneath the helmet, a bag for 

carrying the helmet, a support for Smartphone, a soft saddle cover and a security u-lock. 

Terme di Saturnia Natural Spa & Golf Resort partners Pirelli
in the CYCL-e aroundTM project in favour of sustainable mobility



TERME DI SATURNIA NATURAL SPA & GOLF RESORT

The story of Terme di Saturnia Natural Spa & Golf Resort unfolds around the millenary Spring from which a unique water, 

known in antiquity as the “holy bath”, has been flowing for 3,000 years. 

Housed in a converted historical building in travertine, the elegant 5 star resort with 124 rooms has embraced the millenary 

thermal Spring for 100 years. Everything in this location – which has no equal anywhere in the world - is conducive to 

wellbeing: its regenerating water, the charming Maremma countryside, the gourmet delights of the 1919 Restaurant and 

the innovative treatments and routines of the pluri-awarded Beauty Clinic. 

PIRELLI

Founded in 1872, Pirelli is a world-leading producer of pneumatic tyres and specializes solely in tyres for automobiles, 

motorcycles and bicycles and their associated services. 

Pirelli boasts a prestigious positioning on the market for High Value tyres, offering products of an elevated technological 

content with over 2,700 speciality products thanks to consolidated partnerships with the most prestigious manufacturers. 

In order to achieve the highest levels in terms of performance, safety and reduced environmental impact, Pirelli is strongly 

committed to Research & Development activities, an ambit in which the company invested 6.1% of its High Value revenue in 

2018. Actively engaged in motor sports since 1907, Pirelli has been the sole partner for Formula 1™ World Championship 

tyres since 2011, an agreement that has just been renewed until 2023.
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